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"The kingly crowned head, the vigilant eye, the counsellor heart, the arm our soldier, our 

steed the leg, the tongue our trumpeter."  

~William Shakespeare (1564-1616)  

 

The human body~ like all living organisms is truly a work of art.  The complexity of organ 

systems, the intricacy of blood vessels, the palette of colors ranging from deep red 

muscle to ocean blue veins: comprise a living being that even our most advanced 

technology can not replicate.   

 

We will begin our study with the reproductive system and spend the first week 

embracing the fundamentals of cell biology. Our second week will cover bones and 

muscles. Students will explore the differences between the male and female skeleton in 

a forensic anthropology experiment, examine bones in detail and assemble out of 

modeling clay the muscles that help them move. The last two weeks will be an 

exploration of the other major organ systems of the body: cardiovascular, nervous, 

respiratory, metabolic and discuss how they interrelate. Highlights include life drawing 

studies, a respiratory physiology study at Vernon Memorial Hospital and a blood typing 

lab.  

 

In this course students will gain a broad understanding of the hierarchy of organization 

within the human body, from cells to tissues, to organs, organ systems and the entire 

organism. Our goal is to bring the subject of anatomy to life. In the process, students will 

take in-depth looks at cells, working systems and the relationship of form to function. We 

will also discuss human health and disease and venture abroad to the Science Museum 

of Minnesota. Students will be responsible for three tests, including one lab practical 

and one final open-book exam.  Projects for the course include cell organelle 

construction, ode to a body part, main lesson book and a final malady paper or 

medical professional interview presentation.  

 

 


